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Introduction

I c-fos is a transcrpition factor, its expression is correlated with
learning

I fosGFP fusion protein made that is driven by c-fos promotor - made
a transgenic mouse to check out activity-dependent changes in the
brain in vivo

expression only in barrel with spared whisker (all other whiskers plucked)
(Barth et al, 2004)



fosGFP

Sensory stimulation increases both the number and intensity of fosGFP cells in barrel
cortex. A , Quantitation of the number of fosGFP cells in control versus the spared
whisker barrel in layer IV and layer II–III. B , Average pixel intensity of labeled cells
increases after single-whisker stimulation. Error bars in A and B represent SE. C ,
Example of labeled nuclei (arrow) and unlabeled cells (chevron) from layer II–III of
D1-only cortex. D , The same as C but in contralateral unplucked cortex from the
same animal. Scale bar, 20 m (Barth et al, 2004)



this study
I how is subcortical input differentially distributed across excitatory

neurons - could these differences cause response heterogeneity in
superficial layers?

I at least exists differences among layers
I posteromedial nucleus (POm) prefers L5A and L1
I ventral posteromedial nucleus (VPM) afferents terminate in L5B and

L4

Going to use fosGFP as a marker to distinguish among excitatory neurons
(~10-20% of neurons in layer 2 barrel cortex)



fosGFP+ and fosGFP- have similar early synaptic responses



fosGFP+ respond with shorter latency and larger
amplitude to multi-whisker stimulation

also triggers more action potentials



fosGFP+ respond more to surround multi-whisker
stimulation



fosGFP+ respond more to single surround whisker
stimulation too



fosGFP+ receives earlier and larger amplitude synaptic
responses from POm vs VPM stim

VPM stimulation (sharply tuned) POm stimulation (broadly tuned)



Conclusion

I VPM neurons project to barrel column center, POm neurons to
septal regions between barrels, but fosGFP+ neurons did not show
distinct clustering in septal regions

I VPM could also contribute to fosGFP+ cells differentially, projecting
from different barrrels

I fosGFP+ seems to be assembled by input competition
I cells with broader inputs upregulate c-fos transcription factor


